Tour Pack

About the show
Shakespeare’s brutal
tragedy is given new life in
this haunting, chillingly
hilarious, break-neck
adaptation.
All the drama, intrigue and madness of MACBETH in 80 high-octane
minutes with 20 characters brilliantly and boldly brought to life by just
two actors.
Macbeth is happy. Happy enough. Then he meets threte witches and it
all goes downhill pretty damn quickly. Bloodshed, treachery, ghostly
apparitions and floating daggers all play their part in this frenetic,
chilling and innovative retelling of ‘the Scottish Play’.
Perfect for all audiences, whether they’re new to Shakespeare or
seasoned groundlings, this is Macbeth as never seen before.
Macbeth was first performed in 2016 and has subsequently played to
sold out theatres in both the UK and USA.
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‘A force of nature...one
of the most virtuosic
pieces of acting I’ve
seen in a long time.’
- The Oxford Culture Review
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'A visual feast.
The audience was entranced.'
- The Reviews Hub

About the show
After working predominantly in devised theatre we were drawn towards
using text as our starting point. Where better to start than with Macbeth?

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

Mike Tweddle

Out of Chaos in Association

Mike had been working at The Globe and Paul at the RSC so it felt an
exciting leap to take our tried and tested creative process and combine it
with rigorous text work.

MUSIC AND SOUND DESIGN BY

With Mac Birmingham, Oxford Playhouse

Phill Ward

& The Civic, Barnsley

SET AND LIGHTING DESIGN BY

SUPPORTED BY

Claire Browne

Arts Council England

We both loved the character of Macbeth but also felt the series of
couples in the play (Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, Macbeth and Banquo,
Macbeth and Macduff) became even more pronounced when we
approached it with just two actors.
We set ourselves an enormous challenge – to tell the story clearly with
only two actors playing every part. Extensive R&D phases and editing
resulted in an 80 minute spectacular which reaches out to its audience
and pulls them into the Macbeths’ world to make them complicit in the
action of the play

PHOTOGRAPHY
Alex Brenner
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About us
Out of Chaos combines creative physical approaches to
theatre and rigorous text work which investigates old stories
and their enduring relevance to modern audiences.
We make work which is exciting, challenging and generous
with a belief in the absolute importance of clear storytelling
in creative and surprising forms.
Every one of our shows puts the audience at its heart,
creating truly communal events with the power to move,
entertain, edify and enthral.

Technical Information
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Running Time
1hr20
Touring company
2 performers and 1 stage manager
Set
1 solid wooden table, 2 wooden stools, 6 x PAT-tested light boxes (in fixed
position the entire show to be patched in to LX plan), 3 x flown cotton cyc panels (in a fixed position the
entire show).
Touring Vehicle
1 People carrier (parking required at venue throughout get-in & run)
Costume and props
We travel with a box of multiple costumes which can fit in the back of a small
car.
Space requirements
6m(wide) x 6m(deep)x 3.5m (height to grid), end on.
Technical requirements
Sound - a PA system, through which all sound cues will be run from our laptop
using QLab.
Monitor speakers downstage, focused towards performers.
Lights - Full LX design featuring 19 Fresnels, 3-6 Pars and 10 Profiles.
Get in
Minimum 6 hours before show
Get out
1 hour after curtain
Tech support
Minimum 1 venue technician throughout get-in and performances; lighting
pre-rig

'Excels at minimalism…
treat yourself to some
world class Shakespeare.'
- Front Row Reviews Utah
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'Astonishing.
Meticulous.
Flawless'
- Oxford Culture Review

Marketing Tools
Resources

Audience development, Learning and Participation

Print
Leaflets (A5) and posters (various sizes)

Workshops
We are experienced workshop leaders capable of tailoring sessions for different age groups and ability
groups, and for speakers of different languages. We specialise in teaching devising, ensemble work,
improvisation and story-telling.

Eflyer
HTML and PDF format
Content
Production Photos downloadable as a Dropbox link
Links
www.out-of-chaos.co.uk
@wordsofchaos

Discussions
We can facilitate and contribute to discussions with a range of different focuses, from post-show Q&A
sessions, to themed seminars around physical approaches to playing Shakespeare, devising, mythology,
touring and production.
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out-of-chaos.co.uk
outofchaosplays@gmail.com
+44 (0) 7901915235

